
















Interaction Problems of Foreign Residents 
as Refl ected from their Evaluation Narratives: 
When Joining the Japanese Society in 
Reality outside their English Speaking 
Environment
Akihiro TAKEUCHI
In order to promote globalization, more and more multinational 
corporations and tertiary educational institutions in Japan adopt the 
policy of using English as an official language for internal 
communication. From the viewpoint of speech community ?Gumperz, 
1964?, it can be assumed that norms of communication within such 
organizations based on English can be very different from those in the 
host society based on Japanese. By using the language management 
theory ?Jernudd & Neustupný, 1987?, a survey was conducted in order 
to fi nd out how a group of international students attempted to solve 
problems they encountered when interacting with local Japanese outside 
their English speaking environment. Through an analysis of their 
evaluation narratives at the micro-level, this study aims to provide 
evidence for the development of Japanese language courses for migrants 






















































































































































?? TF ?? ?  4 ?????
?? PU ????? ? 17 ?????
?? JJ ???? ? 19 ?????
?? X IF ?????? ? 19 ?????
























































































































































































79. Int? So you said ????????????????????





84. JJ? Yes, Yes, I heard ???????????????????
85. Int? Upon hearing that he said ????what was on your mind?  ?
????????He was wrong?
 ??????????????????????????
86. JJ?l like how to say aem  a  duh  ???????? like a mispronunciation 





66. JJ?Yeah? But ah ah huh ?????????What happened at that 
time, I looked at word??? in English.  I  I looked.  I  I  I thought 
that it’s kind of, like a, mis-typing like ???
 ????????????????????????????????
????
67. Int? thought it’s typo???????????????
68. JJ?Yes something like that.  Like, like when my friend send me a link 






166. JJ?,,,I memorize ? as the ??? for me as the kanji of ??? and 
after that when I looked at like that I thought that ??? is like mistyped 







142. JJ? Since that time I, I had a perception I, the perception started to 




























































































































103. Int? ?????????????????????????? ??
KM????????????????????????????
???

































































































































 5? Jack., Platt, and Platt. ?1992?? speech community: a group of people who form 
a community, e.g. a village, a region, a nation, and who have at least one 
SPEECH VARIETY in common. ????????
 6? ??? ”Any human aggregate characterized by regular and frequent interaction 
by means of a shared body of verbal signs and set off from similar aggregates by 






 8? ??? 385???????? 50??2015? 10????
 9? ???????????? 51??2015? 10????




 11? Setting: Setting refers to the time and place of a speech act and, in general, to 
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